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SOUTHERN JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS JULY, 1975

FOOD STAMP PARTICIPATION AMONG LOW-INCOME HOUSEHOLDS:

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF THE IMPACT ON THE DEMAND FOR FOOD*

Ron Mittelhammer and Donald A. West

The USDA's Food Stamp Program (FSP) is impact of FSP on spending decisions of recipients
a major item in the department's budget. In effect and on the resulting demand for food. The effect
from 1939 to 1943 and revived as a pilot program of FSP transfer on household income and food
in 1961 [4:26-31], FSP has grown until, in 1973, expenditure patterns is analyzed. Consumption
it provided nearly $4 billion in food stamps to an theory and empirical illustrations are used to indi-
average of 12 million persons per month [9:568]. cate how households under the program would
About 55 percent of the $4 billion is federal sub- alter their food expenditures. Brief comments are
sidy. The program is continuing to expand as a made regarding FSP's merits for needy households.
result of a congressional mandate that FSP be in
effect nationwide after June 30, 1974 [5:8]. Be- THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
cause of the FSP's growth, questions are now o
being asked about the program's impact on de- ^ ^' ^^ ^ ^ postulated an indif-being asked about the program's impact on de- ference framework for analyzing the effect of in-
mand for food in the United States [for example, analyzing the effect of in-
mse 3 r fd in te U d S s [ e kind transfers on spending decisions of a consum-

T~~ ~~~see 3]\ ~ \v~. TTing unit. That framework, modified to represent
In its pre-World War II inception, FSP was FSP purchase options is presented in Figures 1A

developed as an alternative to direct distribution and B.
of commodities to relief families [7:38-43]. Al- Assume that a household has the initial budgetAssume that a household has the initial budgetthough the objective of improving food consump- constraint, AA', in Figure 1A. An eligible3 house-
tion among needy households was recognized, FSP hold may purchase food stamps in quarterly in-
was viewed primarily as a method for stimulating 

crements up to the maximum value of stampsdemand for farm products. l This latter objective specif fo that huehl ie size an
specified for that household, given its size andis still recognized [6:387], but its importance et oth icoe , a family of fournet monthly income. In 1973, a family of fourseems diminished in an era when agricultural sur- 
with a net monthly income of $300 could pur-pluses are not burdensome. Current concern, in pluses are not burdensome. Current concern, in chase a maximum food stamp allotment of $112contrast, centers more on the effect of an expanded per month for $82 and receive a net subsidy ofper month for $82 and receive a net subsidy ofFSP on the already strong demand for food.FSP on the already strong demand for food. $30. The household had the option of purchasing

The purpose of this paper is to examine the any quarterly fraction of its maximum allotment

The authors are, respectively, Graduate Research Assistant, and Associate Professor in the Department of Agricultural Eco-nomics, Washington State University. Appreciation is expressed to Professor Sylvia Lane, Department of Agricultural Economics,
University of California; Dr. David Price, Department of Agricultural Economics, Washington State University; Dr. StephenHiemstra, Food and Nutrition Service, USDA; and Drs. A. Robert Koch and Richard W. Stammer, Department of Agricultural
Economics, Rutgers University, for helpful comments on earlier drafts. Work conducted under Washington Agricultural ResearchCenter Project 1 D-0103.
* Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the Southern Agricultural Economics Association, New Orleans, Louisiana, February3-5, 1975.
1 It should be noted that these objectives are consistent with one another to the extent the FSP transfers provide the potential

for improving food consumption.
2 Note that under the in-kind provision of FSP, most old food items in retail stores can be bought with food stamps. All non-food items such as tobacco products, soaps, pet food, etc., cannot be purchased with stamps.
3 To be eligible for the program, the household must possess less than $1,500 in liquid assets ($3,000 for elderly couple) andqualify under the net income guidelines. Net income of a household is gross income adjusted downward for taxes, medicalcosts, child care, disaster and educational expenses and excessive shelter costs. (See reference 10 for a more detailed explanation).
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Figure 1A. FOOD STAMP PURCHASE stamps, the difference between cost and value

OPPORTUNITIES being subsidy ($112-$82 = $30 in our example).
Since food stamp transfer is in-kind, the relevant
budget line for a household choosing the maximum
allotment is the kinked line MAX-K-MAX'. Simi-
lar budget lines can be constructed to represent
purchase of any quarterly increment of the max-
imum. The heavy black line, AK-MAX', is the

f 1 x\\\IZ ^budget constraint of the household.
1/4

3 1/2 \ / Given this budget line, a rational household
a MAX will purchase that amount of stamps which enables

f I~ \)~\^~X\\~ ^it to reach its highest indifference curve. For pur-

°O^ ~ Ad ^~~~~~\\~ \poses of analysis, we assume the household pos-
sesses a utility function, U (X), homogeneous of
degree K, such that:

U(tX1, tX2) = tk U(X 1, X2) (1)

0 x A' MAX' where X1 is quantity of food consumed at home,

Food at Home X2 is quantity of other expenditures, t has an arbi-
trary numerical value, and K is the degree of
homogeneity.

Figure 1B. CASE 1 - 0* < 0, EQUILIBRIUM For increasing amounts of income, maximiza-
Figure ON OZ LINEC - IN-KIND PRO- tion of the homogeneous utility function will trace

VISION INOPERATIVE PRO an income-consumption line, such as OZ (Figure
VISION INOPERATIVE

1A), emanating from the origin. Given constant
prices, tangency of budget constraints and in-

difference curves will occur along a locus of points

A'^\>~~~~~~~ ~(tXi, tX2):

Pxi MUxl U1 (tXl °, tX2°) U1 (X1°, X2
° )

"A Z 0
a1,^ A ~ \A~ if Px2 MUx2 U2 (tX1° , tX2) U2 (X °

1 , X2
° )

xI_| \ ^— / ~Z* where Ui represents the derivative of the utility
function with respect to the ith expenditure item.

I-W ~ ^~~~\/^~ ^~\/ A resulting vector OZ passes through point K
D I /\ / of the budget constraint. Note that KX/OX = tan

0, defining a particular angle 0 that the vector OZ
forms with the food axis where KX is amount of

income remaining after purchase of food stamps
A\te ___* _ Nt\\ ~~~~and OX represents the value of food stamps pur-

° F1 F2 MAX chased. We define two cases, using vector OZ and
Food at Home angle 0 as the discrimiant. In one case, food

expenditures expand by amounts consistent with
the household's income elasticity of demand for
food consumed at home. In the second case food

with a proportional decrease in the subsidy it re- 
ceived. expenditures increase by additional amounts, the

added incentive being attributable to in-kind pro-
These food stamp purchase opportunities are visions of the FSP.

illustrated in Figure 1A. An eligible household
with monthly income OA could purchase its max- In theory, it is possible to construct specific

imum food stamp allotment at a cost of A-MAX, income-consumption lines given a household's

receiving MAX-K (equivalent to OX) in food utility surface and constant product prices as de-
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scribed in Case 1 below.4 dx2
Case 1: (0* <0) If household's income con- items = - >0.

sumption vector is such that tan 0*< tan 0 (see dxi
Figure 1B), i.e., the amount spent for food con-
sumed at home is greater than the maximum food Figure 2A. CASE 2--0*> 0, MRS DECLIN-
stamp allotment, that household can be expected ING RAPIDLY
to increase expenditures for food along a vector
such as OZ*. Given an increase in income as pro- *
vided by FSP, food expenditures would increase
from OF1 to OF 2. If recipients were alternatively B

given a transfer of cash equivalent to the food
stamp subsidy, their equilibrium level of food pur- A L z

Q) zchased and its utility would not change. In this 
case, the in-kind provision of the FSP is not 
restrictive.

The general criterion that can be used to dis- 
tinguish Case 1, independent of the homogeneous 
utility function assumption, is whether tangency
of indifference curve and budget line occurs to
the right of the kink, K. A simple empirical test
for this case is whether or not the household's \ 
food purchases are greater than its maximum food a M
stamp allocation. Households not purchasing ad- A' B MAX

ditional food belong to Case 2.5 Food at Home

Case 2: (0* >0) If the income-consumption
vector is such that tan 0*> tan 0 (sec Figure 2), Figure 2A illustrates Case 2 where the MRS
the amount spent for food consumed at home is is declining rapidly. The household originally pur-
less than the maximum food stamp allotment. A chases OF1 amount of food. Given an unrestricted
household, in this case, will purchase more food subsidy of AB, expansion along the income-con-
under FSP than would be expected strictly as a sumption vector OZ* indicates a tangency of the
result of the increase in income, given the house- indifference curve with BB' at L and a food pur-
hold's income-elasticity for food expenditure. This chase equal to OF2. Where a household is re-
added incentive to purchase food stems from the stricted to the kinked portion of the budget con-
in-kind provision of FSP. We assume these low- straint by in-kind provisions of FSP, its highest
income households do not become satiated with attainable level of utility is represented by the
food within their range of choices, i.e., the mar- indifference curve passing through point D. Utility
ginal rate of substitution (MRS) of food for other maximization results in food purchases equal to

4 The equality of the ratio of marginal utilities to price ratios of the two goods can in general be represented as an implicit
function of the form:

g[X1, X -= 0
Taking the differential: g, dXi + g2 dx2 = O

gl
dx2 =- - dxi

g.2
Rewriting the arbitrary increments dx2 and dx1 :

gl
(X, - X ) = — -(X, - X° )

g2
gi gi

X2 = X2o +X - - -X
g2 g2

the income-consumption line is expressed explicitly if gi and g2 0. But gi and g2 are unequal to zero by the assumption of
convex indifference curves, since:

( ru, (x;, x) PX, ru (x,, )1O xX.
g =_ =_-- I- <0

OXl U2 (X1, X2) PX.J ] X1 U2 (Xi, X.) Xl 2

and similarly for g,.
5 if a household purchases food exactly equal in value to the maximum food stamp allotment, it could belong to either case.

This condition may be distinguished by examining a tangency condition of the indifference curve through that point. Parti-
tioning of households assumes the desired market basket of food can be purchased with food stamps.
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Figure 2B. CASE 2- 0*> 0, MRS DECLIN- relevant budget constraint is line AK-MAX, with
ING SLOWLY only one kink at K.7

In this adaptation of Case 2, amounts of addi-
~~Z~~~~~* ~tional food purchased under the in-kind provision

of FSP are reduced. Figure 3 illustrates the pre-
transfer expenditure on food as OF1, given the
initial budget line AA'. With a transfer of AB

(,) / z dollars, and in the absence of an in-kind provi-
sion we would expect food expenditures to in-
crease to OF2. With the in-kind provision opera-

< /V \ r^X tive, but in the absence of storage over time, we
L~ / \ \ ~\ would expect food expenditures to increase by

ICw l/~ \ f\ ^~\ ^F2F3 to OF3 (given MRS > 0 as before, and

/ /^ \ \~ \^ Figure 3.DAMPENING EFFECT OF STOR-
AGE OF FOOD STAMPS

0 FF 2 F3

Food at Home z*

OF 3. The additional food purchased, F2F3, is di- A

rectly attributable to in-kind provisions of FSP.
Amounts of additional food purchased under

FSP clearly depend on the position and curvature
of the indifference curves. Figure 2B illustrates 
Case 2 when the MRS declines more slowly, and
additional food purchased is F2F3. This is greater
than when the decline in MRS was rapid. How-
ever, it seems that individuals possessing a high
affinity for nonfood items, and expanding con- 
sumption along an income-consumption vector F

1
F

2
F

3
F

4
A' B' MAX

with 0* substantially greater than 0, would possess Food Consuned at Home

indifference curves more like those in Figure 2A.
Note that the form of transfer in Case 2 does in-
fluence behavior; an equivalent transfer with no rapidly declining MRS as in Figure 2A; the ad-
in-kind restrictions, e.g., a cash transfer, would ditional effect would be greater if MRS declined
result in less food purchased and a higher level more slowly as in Figure 2B). Given in-kind
of utility. In general, without requiring that the provision and storage over time, a tangency with
utility function be homogeneous, a household be- straight line AK is possible, and should generally
longs to Case 2 if it purchases less food for home cause a dampening effect, as F3F4, on the addi-
consumption than allowed under its maximum tional incentive to purchase food. The net result
food stamp allotment, would be food purchases equal to OF4.

Analysis of Case 2 implicitly assumes that food
stamps are not stored from month to month AGGREGATE DEMAND FOR FOOD
Without this assumption, the budget constraint
could be interpreted as an approximate straight For all N1 households belonging to Case 1,
line representing continuous combination of food aggregate increases in expenditures for food con-
stamp usage over time (Figure 3). In this case, the sumed at home can be forcast, all other things

6 Food stamps can be purchased in one month, and used in following months, as there is no restriction on intertemporal use.
7 For a household to attain a point on the budget constraint where AK approximates a straight line, it would have to purchase

a combination of quarterly increments over time that would average out to that particular point, i.e., buy more than is needed
one month, less the next, etc.
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constant, by: 8
an in-kind provision may be necessary to generate

N1 accurate data.
; EiSiWi = Change in Aggregate Food However, relative importance of each of the

i=l Expenditures (3) two cases should be determined. Survey data from
where: Ei = income elasticity of the ith household, households participating in the FSP could be used.

Si = ratio of the food stamp subsidy to pre- An estimate of numbers of households in each
transfer income of the ith household case can be determined, using the test of whether
(proportional change in income), or not households spend more for food at home

Wi = pre-transfer food expenditure of the than their maximum food stamp allotments allow.
ith household. The relative importance of added incentives to

Empirical analysis of the consumption be- purchase food under the in-kind provision of FSP
havior of Case 2 households is much more diffi- increases proportionately to the number of house-
cult. The use of relationships (3) here will under- holds for whom the provision is operative (Case 2).
estimate the change in food expenditures, but the
degree of underestimation cannot be readily de- EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
termined. Theoretically, food expenditures in- Empirical analysis of FSP's effect on demand
creases for all N2 households in Case 2 can be for food is hampered by lack of recent data on
represented by: for food is hampered by lack of recent data onrepresentedby: household expenditures for food. One of a few

N2 reliable sources is the Bureau of Labor Statistics'
E EiSiWi + Fi Change Aggregate Food 1960-61 Survey of Consumer Expenditures [12].9

i 1 Expenditures These BLS data were used to develop a schedule
where Ei, Si, and Wi are the same as before, and of mean incomes and food expenditures for house-Fi represents purchase of additional food as moti- holds of six or more persons presented in Table
vated by the in-kind provision of FSP. Overall 1.1° The schedule, restricted to households withfood expenditure increases could then theoretically annual incomes below $5,000 in 1960-61, indi-be determined by merging (3) and (4). cated that percentage of income allocated to food

The procedure's primary obstacle is determi- consumed at home decreases as household income
nation of Fi, as no data are available on actual rises. The income elasticity of food expenditure
household behavior under Case 2. A carefully varies at lowest income categories due to dis-
controlled social experiment in which similar saving; in general, however, it also decreases as
households are given a transfer with and without incomes become largerl [see 13:100-101 for data

8 Let QF= Total consumption of food-at-home by the N, households
Then:

N1
QF= Y QiF with QiF QiF (P,, .. ,Pn, I), in general.

0
QiF QiF Q iF

Now: dQiF --- dP +... + dPn + dI
1 P <9?n PI

If all prices remain constant, i.e., dP = 0, i=l n, . then:

N1 0
QiF

dQF- = dI
0=r d Ii

N, QRF I, dI,

N=, , Ii QiF Ii

dQ =- NZ p . QiF
i=l Ii

where N is the income elasticity for food consumed at home for the ith household. Multiplying both sides of the equationby the price of food consumed at home yields change in aggregate expenditure associated with small changes in income.
9 The U.S.D.A. Household Survey of 1965, while more recent, tends to overestimate food expenditures and contains less accuratedata on income (see 1:26-27).
0 The choice of family size is arbitrary. Although a family of four is a commonly used measure, a higher percentage of large

families tend to have low incomes. Consequently, results are presented for families which average seven persons in size
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Table 1. ANNUAL FAMILY FOOD EXPENDITURES AND INCOME, 1960-61: U.S. FAMILIES

WITH SIX OR MORE PERSONS BY SELECTED INCOME CATEGORIES WITH AD-

JUSTMENTS TO 1973

Income and Food Expenditures in 1960-61

% of Income Income Elasticity

Income Mean Food b Spent of Food

Category Incomea Expenditures on Food Expenditure

$ < 1000 $ 637 $ 550 86.3
1000-1999 1630 667 41.5 .24
2000-2999 2512 968 38.5 .83

3000-3999 3548 1157 32.6 .53

4000-4999 4633 1297 28.0 .43

5000-5999 5603 1481 26.4 .70

Amounts Adjusted to 1973
d

% of Income Income Elasticity

Mean Food Spent of Food

Income Expenditures on Food Expenditures

$ 928 $ 783 84.4
2385 964 40.4 .24

3661 1378 37.6 .83
5171 1648 31.9 .53
6752 1847 27.4 .43

8166 2109 25.8 .70

a Income after taxes and other money receipts.

b Expi4itures for food prepared at home.
c Elasticities were calculated using the Arc elasticity formula:

E2 - E1 12 - I1

E1 + E2 11+ 12

where E = expenditure and I = income.
d Mean income is adjusted by the Consumer Price Index for all items. Food expenditures are adjusted

by the food-at-home component of the Consumer Price Index.

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Consumer Expenditures and In-

come. Total United States, Urban and Rural, 1960-61," BLS Report No. 237-93, Supplement 3, Part

A, May 1966, pp. 100-101.

on dissaving]. and updated to 1973, are graphed in Figure 4.

The income and food expenditure data was The position of mean food exenditures can be

updated to 1973 (lower section) in Table 1. In- compared with the maximum food stamp allot-

come data were adjusted using the Consumer Price ment ($2,064 per year) available to families of

Index-all items. Food expenditures were adjusted seven persons in 1973.13 The mean food expendi-

using the food-at-home component of the Con- tures for families whose adjusted incomes are be-

sumer Price Index.l2 Food prices rose at a rate low $3,000 are considerably less than the maxi-

just slightly less than the rate for all items; con- mum food stamp allotment for seven-person fami-

sequently, percentage relationships between mean lies. The gap diminishes as incomes approach the

income and food expenditures vary only slightly (net) income maximum of $7,200 which defined

among the two time periods. FSP eligibility for seven-person families during

Income-consumption lines, based on BLS data January to June in 1973.

12 Index values of the CPI are for January of each year. These values are presented in (2).

13 The maximum food stamp allotment is calculated for a family of seven persons to be comparable with the mean family size

of 7,0' for families in the BLS category containing six or more persons.
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Figure 4. POSSIBLE INCOME-CONSUMPTION LINES FOR SEVEN-PERSON HOUSEHOLDS
PARTICIPATING IN THE FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

8,000

7,000 - \/ Income-Consumption Line, Nonparticipating Households

E 6,000 \ ' Maximum Food Stamp Allotment

o
0
- 5,000 -\ Income-Consumption Paths When

z \ \ \ Joining Program at Full-Parti-
\ cipation Level

4,000- 

the cost of food stamps and transfer subsis in Amount ofwh Food Stamp Subsidy

- 3000 \

0 1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000 6,000 7,000 8,000

Food Consumed at Home, Annual Expenditure

"The dashed lines represent budget lines which would exist if the maximum food stamp allotments
were purchased. Similar lines could be drawn for fractional purchases as shown in Figure IA.

Table 2 data have been assembled to illustrate transfer food consumption (estimated from BLS
the cost of food stamps and transfer subsidies in data) with food consumption available to a seven-
1973 for typical seven-person families with the person family under its maximum FSP allotment.
indicated pre-transfer incomes.l4 Post-transfer These lines indicate the slope of an income con-
budget lines, developed in the theoretical section sumption line that could result if the family wereand associated with the income levels, are also to consume at its maximum allotment
indicated in Figure 4. Heavy lines connect pre-

14 Note that we assume BLS data to be representative of behavior of households in a pre-transfer or non-participating sense, asthe FSP program was only a pilot program at that point in time.
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Table 2. ILLUSTRATION OF THE EFFECT OF FOOD STAMP PARTICIPATION ON INCOME

AND FOOD EXPENDITURES FOR SEVEN-PERSON FAMILIES BY INCOME CATE-
GORY, JANUARY-JUNE, 1973

Annual Pre- Annual Income Maximum Maximum Food
Participation Cost of Value of with Allocation Stamp Expenditure

Income Stamps Subsidy Participation of stamps as % of Income

$ 900 $ 216 $1,848 $2,748 $2,064 75.1
2,400 672 1,392 3,792 2,064 54.4
3,600 1,032 1,032 4,632 2,064 44.6
5,200 1,392 672 5,872 2,064 35.1
6,700 1,632 432 7,132 2,064 28.9
7,200 1,632 432 7,632 2,064 27.0

a Annual cost of maximum allocation of stamps.
b Seven-person families with adjusted net incomes in excess of $7,199.88 were not eligible for FSP

participation in January-June, 1973.

Comparison of income consumption lines with SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS
estimates from BLS data suggests that the FSP The purpose of the paper was to examine the
tends to stimulate a demand for food beyond that effect of the Food Stamp Program on demand for
arising strictly from an income transfer, partic- recipient householders. Examination
ularly among families with very low incomes. The theoretical framework indicated that increasesin a theoretical framework indicated that increases
component of additional demand arising from the quantity of food demanded under the FSP are
in-kind provision of FSP diminishes as income dependent on household preference for food con-
levels rise. While these relationships must be in- ed t hoe relae to oher tmes. Te de
terpreted with caution because of the use of indices hosehods hose 

their mand for food among households whose preferred
and lack of current and complete data for theires on food are less than
development, elasticity of food expenditures as- teir axi food stp allocations are, in
sociated with transfers under FSP appears greater f increased bpr

. s9me cases, further increased by in-kind provi-
than income elasticity estimated from BLS data. -sions of FSP.
Recipient families spending in excess of their max- nlss s

imum food stamp allotments are apparently those Analysis based on the best available data sug-
imum food stamp allotments are apparently those gests that demand for food among families with
whose income consumption lines lie to the right ess emn or aon amilis i

of those indicated by BLS data, and/or those very low incomes will be additionally stimulated
ofthoseindice by .d, a orthose by in-kind provisions of FSP. Demand for food

whose incomes are near the upper eligibility limits by in-kind provisions of FSP. Demand for food
for the FSP. among families with incomes near the upper eligi-

bility limit, or families with strong preferences for

The effect of the FSP on aggregate demand for food, may be unaffected by the in-kind provisions.

food is a function of the number of eligible fam- If food purchases by most recipient families

ilies in each income category and the stimulative are unaffected by the form of subsidies, allocative

effect at each income level. Food consumption for efficiency could favor a cash subsidy program.

recipient households that spend amounts of cash Recipient households preferring less food than they

in addition to their maximum FSP allotments is could purchase with their maximum food stamp al-

clearly unaffected by the in-kind aspects of FSP. lotments would actually increase their utility under

An additional factor possibly influencing the effect a cash transfer. Thurow argues convincingly, how-

of FSP on aggregate demand is option to purchase ever, that transfer programs provide utility to

less than the maximum FSP allotment. This action donors as well as donees [8]. Individual-societal

would reduce the size of the FSP subsidy and preferences, as revealed in the political process,

lessen its effect on the demand for food. Further seem to favor in-kind transfers in situations where

primary research is needed to accurately determine adequate amounts of food may not be available

the proportions of FSP-recipient households in to members of low-income households. Negative

different income categories that exercise various externalities such as impaired health could arise

purchase options. where household management patterns are such
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that adequate amounts of food would not be pur- certainly suggest possibilities for further research.chased given a cash transfer. Examination of these Such research is needed to estimate costs andissues lie beyond the scope of this paper but they benefits of the Food Stamp Program.
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